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E.H. Sothern Charms Tuesday Will Decide Seniors And Fresh- Jack Schill To
Alpha Chi Chapter
Large Audience The Campus Leaders
men Win Class
Furnish Music Observes First AnniHere Tuesday
Games Saturday
For Dance versary Wednesday
NEW OFFICERS TO BE CHOSEN
ACTOR IN DRAMATIC PARTS
DELIGHTS STUDENTS AND
VISITORS HERE
On Tuesday night, in Walter Reed
Hall, E. H. Sothern, famous actor
and interpreter of Shakesperan roles,
appeared in a recital. This marked
Mr. Sothern's first appearance in this
' section, and it thus provided a splendid opportunity for him to be heard
in his interpretations.

ON ELECTION DAY, FEB. 5

EXCITEMENT IS GREAT AS
"WEST VIRGINIANS" PROMISE
CLASSED PARTICIPATE IN
February 5, 1929 is three days
GOOD MUSIC ON FEBRUARY 23
CONTESTS
away. Why is attention directed to
this date? School elections for StuThe orchestra for the dance to be
One of the most exciting events of
dent-Government Association, Y. W.
he season was the
Tivcfl
here February the twenty-third
C.A., Athletic AssociatioV president^ i *
^askeUball games
and editors-in-chief of the Breeze and i ™f-*£ nlgrht flayed by the sister h?s been definitely obtained. A great
number of orchestras were considered
Schoolma'am ace to occur on this date.' . *** in the b,g gym' Each class
lth ltS own cheer leaders was ful1 of in order that the best possible music
This election is not so vital to the na-: *"
tion as was that of November 6, 1928, P°P' and rootmg for it3 own team- be had. The orchestra playing here
Betty Douthat led the Soph Class will be Jack Schill's West Virginians,

"\

LOCAL MEMBERS OF KAPPA
DELTA PI CELEBRATE
BIRTHDAY
Alpha Chi Chapter, of Kappa Delta
Pi, celebrated its first anniversary
last Wednesday, January 30.
The
'o :il chapter was established January
30, 1928, when Beta chapter of Pi
Kappa Omega petitioned Kappa Delta
Pi and became Alpha Chi Chapter.
Tub honorary members were an-

:.»**■•

performance. His poise and ease were
superb.
As his opening interpretation, Sothern gave the third act from Othello,
in which Othello, his anger inflamed
TmL9^^ SyJJTrfS;
na, ffli her As the,second pait of his
program, he interpreted the scenes
with Ophelia and the Queen, from
Hamlet. The interpretation of the
character of Lord Dundreary was his

, wire nJt'ki vain. The first game was
Y. W. EXPLAINS
r-layed by the Freshmen and Juniors.
CONFERENCE PLANS IN This was a very exciting game despite the fact the scores were not
CHAPEL MONDAY j close.
^
The Freshmen won 58-15.

that an unusually successful dance l^Hfe service. Guests at the banquet
v.il! be had.
sbesides the active members and the
Plans are under way, and being tvo newly P^dged honorary members
eagerly worked upon for the dance. indud-fl: Mrs. W. B. Varner, Miss
The decorations are to be of entirely ^*™ Turner- Mr. Varner and Mrs.
i This game was followed- by a snake a different nature from those of any' S' P- Duke- •
C MING
C0NFERENCE
IS
°
■*>■» by the Freshmen and Seniors, other year, and their unusualness will
' each cheering for their team,
PLAINEf) BY Y w WORKERS
furnish a decidedly vivid background j TWO FACULPTY
| ■
. .
i The last game was played by the for the attractiveness of the dance.
The Chapel program on January: -'eniors and Sophomores Of the two;
2)fih was given by the Y. W. C. A.
. S™m this war. the most exciting, and j ]VHSS LOCKM4N IS

MEMBERS MADE
KAPPA DELTA PI

closing number.
Mary Boone Murphy, president rf)2S^i.;Si2?££!l?^LP^l«
|M»t TUKK AND MISS ANTHONY
PtJtSlWWY. appearance here marks the college organization of the Y. W. before played as though they were
reared
on
a
basket-ball
court.
Frances;
I BECOME HONORARY MEMBERS
one tif the rarest intellectual delights C. A., led the devotions after which
Rand
played
exceptionally
well.
Some
OF FRATERNITY
ever had. His dramatic genius in it- She rooko about the conference to be
times
she
would
hit
the
goal
and
the
self furiii.ihcd the high standard for held on the campus February the 27th
WORKER GJVESI
his ait tCtti brought to Ms~acdieri?a "'aWSSlHT Miss Murphy said that brill would gj in and other times the !>R0HI™1J3^2 Ua™' K*PPa Delta Pi has annooaced two
ball
just
wouldn't
go
in
the
right
dirVIF^vTOTNT TOTTIATEL GROTJF-honorary members.
Wcdnseday
the knowledge of his depth of inter- people are inclined to live too narrowHERE
'morning in chapel Mr. Samuel P.
Trretr.tin? cower; but the unfolding of iy. This is a chance -for the students -t'tion and wou,d miss the whole <?°al
Duke, president of -the College, and
his personality expressed in hie talk, on the campus to "broaden their con- board.
The guards for the Senior Class
Miss Ruth Lockman, inter-collegiate Mi53 Katherine M. Anthony, director
his splendid philosophy, his live sense .options of world problems.
The
traveling secretary of the AntiAlco-'of teacher training, were pledged to .
of romantic values, his wit and clever- speakers will be men who have visited played a good game. tne
fraternity. Mr. Duke and Miss
ness and magnetic charm made the dc- dozens of other colleges and will bring
The Sophomore team also had a '■ hvlic League, spoke-to the.faculty and '
Anthony
both are quite interested in
casdon a never-to-be forgotten one. material for thought which is being few members who had never played | student body at chapel on Friday Jan
uarv
educational
accomplishments, having
One of the most attractive points of used by hundreds of other students.
on this floor before, but were good
25th.
each
svoted a number of
his program was the beautiful tribute
Elisabeth Dixon told the faculty and enough sports to come out and try.
The question of prohibition should '
J
.
**» of
0e talked
w
their
lives
to.
its
progress.
They
were
to hi. fotbsr, the famous Edward A. ;,'cm[ent body about the plans for the I Both games were enjoyed by every-i
over 'th brother, father or
both
honorajv
members
of
Beta
Chapf
Sothern. He brought a splendid at- conference. It is hoped that the con-; one present and no one wants to miss I - ™nd. The students of the colleges
titufie toward life, and a charming ;erenee will be of much benefit to1 the game> that follow which will: ^'ould put their shoulders to the task ter of Pi t^Ppa Omega, which existed
example of it as it should be lived in everyone. In order that the students prove the s ool champions.
of Wdding'thTwoHd'of alcohol Never "'this Lcampus UTltil Januar^ 'i0- iy28
his own self.
in the history oMhe world has a task ■ !*fn„,the chapter became the Alpha
may become more informed on world
!been set which has been impossible. ■ ChrllChaptf °' Kappa Delta Pl
Sothern has back of him the roman- matters study groups will be organizi Student support and thinking are . ™e pl,c,d*e ceremony *** hsld at
tic background 6f the theatre. Son of 2d instead of the regular Y. W. meetI much reeded in this movement.
If m A1"mnae Ha» when the canthe great comedian, Edward A. So- jn-gs on Thur.'.iay night. There will
■m.
ov-4r
I11
..u
.
didatea took the pledge TOTW.
thern, he was born into the atmos- be four of these meetings and each/
Ihe ertect of alcohol upon the hu__^
phere of the stage. Born at New Or- night three discussion groups will be
r. an system is no secret hidden from
college students.
The investigation
\ leans in 1850, he unconsciously grew formed. Katheryn Pace will be leadinto that fascinating life. He was edu- er of an international relation group,
also
shows
that
criminals,
imbecicles
The 1929 Schoolma'am Staff is ofcated in England, going to Spain to Mary Boone Murphy will lead an inand
other
human
wrecks
are offfering a prize for the best group of
study painting. In 1896 he married ter-racial discussion and Anne Ragan
springs
of
drunkards.
six (6) snap shots handed to the Staff.
Virginia Harned, his leading woman. will lead a group on mission problems.
The United States spends vast Singing notes and umbrellas, what
The rules are as follows:
They were divorced after a period of These groups will not be too large
sums
for drink. Enough is spent in can that mean? What else could it
1. The pictures must be clear.
some years. In 1911 he married Julia,'that one can not ask questions when
a few years to build four or five Pana- mean but that the new Choral Club
2.
The
pictures
of
each
group
Marlowe, who for many years was his puzzled.
ma Canals.
| members have been initiated into the
must be the same size.
co-partner in his Shakesperan proMr. S. P. Duke, president of the
People say that when liquor has'club- The Choral Club has added
3. The pictures must depict some
ductions.
college, gave a short talk on the value
been taken from them thrft their lib-1 thirteen new members to its roll. The
phase of college life—hikes; j ert
{Continued to Page 6, Column 4.) of the conference and urged the girls
cleveri jr is also taken. Does not the li-jnew members are: Hallie Ward Adcamping
trips;
stunts;
: to attend. He stated that he was hot
quor dealer do the same things? Does j ams> Virg'n'a Aldheizer, Hazel Burngrouping
of
chums,
and
any
othj sure what attitude of religion was
ett, Jane Buckner, Marie Burnett,
er campus activities or campus he care about the person he sells it to?
held by a college student, but he was
Juanita
Carmack, Gladys Cook, Ethel
The\jnited States has prohibition,
views.
sure the lectures would offer someGarbee,
Adeline Henser, Margaret
4. The pictures in each group of hut the only way it will succeed will
I thing worthwhile to every girl.
Kelly,
Violet
Lipps, Selina Linkas,
The Lee Literary Society held a
six may or may not be related to be for the students to get at the heart
Marena Martin, Marion Mc Nair,
Problems
which
will
be
taken
up
in
brief business meeting on last. Friday
of things in this age of experimentathe same subject
Elizabeth Martin,, Margaret Ricketts,
night. The suggested program top- these conference groups will be those
5. • The Staff reserves the right to tion. Get at the bottom of things and and Dorothy Smithers.
of
the
same
stamp
as
those
which
will
ics for the quarter were discussed and
use any or all of the pictures ask the question, "What does prohibiThe Choral Club has also elected its
one was adopted. "Women of Vir- arise in later life. The ideals one
submitted regardless of prize- tion mean to students?"
new
officers for the following quarter.
forms
of
religion
during
a
college
carginia" will be the subject of general
winners.
They
are: President: Suella Reynolds,
study and will include studies of eer will remain during the rest of
6.
All
pictures
must
be
in
the
Vice-President:
Eleanor McCartney,
Pocahontas, Mary Washington, and life. There is a limitation in this inhands
of
the
Editor
on
or
before
Secretary:
Evelyn
Timberlake, TreasEllen Glasgow.
stitution as every one is on an equal
March 15.
urer: Charlotte Eagan, Librarian:
level although being non-sectarian,
Frances Rolston, and Business Man7. They must be addressed to
the college should try to help students
Lucy S. Gilliam and may be put
Little Billye Milnes entertained her &&T: Margaret Reodly.
in Box 17 or brought to Alumnae mother at a surprise birthday dinner j .- T|M1JT^,|rf^rr ARV
form *ome religious ideas. Mr. Duke
No. 8. They must have the name last week Billye did all of the ALU li>Aft ScA,KfclAKI
stated that he could commend these
of the contestant on the back of planning, and made all preparation
conferences as they are a non"denoeach picture submitted.
by herself. Mrs. Milnes says that
Drama week will have its annual minational means of discussing probA suitable prize will be award- everything was perfect, from the
observance at the time of February
lems. They are not narrow technicaled
by the Staff to the person delicious dinner to the attractively
Room I in Alumnae Hall, which was
4-9. At this time, all over the United
submitting
the
winning
group.
]
laid
table.
At
the
conclusion
of
the
i
used
for a guest room, is now the office
States programs relating to drama, ly, but discusses broad moral probBilly resen d her mother with
9. Faculty and students may com- ^
P
te
of Mrs. Harry Garber. Mrs. Garber
plays, and dramatic productions will lems confronting the world.
! a huge birthday cake, decorated with is a member of the H. T. C. faculty
petebe presented.
Last year Dr. Sherwood Eddy was
10. Staff members are not allowed | lighted candles forming a large ques- and secretary-treasurer of the Alum■v^ Several interesting programs and an able speaker at the conference.
j tion mark.
j nae Association/ Anyone wishing to
to enter the contest.
entertainments will be given here, and
This
year
another
speaker
as
able,
ubmi
Those
present
other
than
the
guest
get in touch with Mrs. Garber, during
11.
Each
contestant
may
it is generally known that a most atwill
talk.
This
will
be
an
opportunas
many
groups
of
six
as
she
j
of
honor
were
Miss
Hopkins
and
Miss
the day, will fiiyi her in her office at
tractive observance will be had at H.
wishes.
i Wilson.
j Alumnae Hall, Room I.
I ity which no one should miss.
T. C.

CHAPEL SPEAKER
FRIDAY

ANNUAL "SNAPS" TO
J)FFER CHANCE FOR
NICE PRIZE

CHORAL CLUB TAKES
THIRTEEN GIRLS INTO
MEMBERSHIP

LEES HAVE BUSINESS
MEETING ON FRIDAY

MRS. MILNES IS GIVEN
BIRTHDAY DINNER

DRAMA WEEK
TO BE OBSERVED
FEBRUARYS

NOW HAS INDIVIDUAL
OFFICE
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BASKET BALL SCHE-.
DULE IS ANNOUNCED

AUNT ABIGAIL'S

BOOKS REVIEWED
AND CRITICIZED

HA£PY WISDOM
(K. N. C. Harris—Editor)
A complete schedule of the basket-;
ball games for this season has finally j
been arranged. The two which will
Member of Columbia Scholastic Press Association.
All Eneelinry, By Anne Parrish. Harprobably be of most interest to the Dear Aunt Abigail,
per and Brothers Publishers. New
College are the ones to be played with
TWO DOLLARS A YEAR
Help! As->iste;noe! Aid! Succor!
York and London 1928.
Radford and The Savage School oT^ ^ ^ ,fc ^ once, You> as a
TEN CENTS A COPY
The ironist, Anne Parrish has given
Physical Education. To play a game person of superior intellect, are the
us
a most vivid woman to despise. We
with Radford always brings a thrill, only one. who can help us. You see,
EDITORIAL BOARD
loathe
her, but perhaps, we envy and
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
!
KATHRYN T PACE '29 especially %hen one is in the know- it's this way: we are roommates, and
even
admire
her at times. That is we
ledge
of
a
good
team,
plenty
of
enAssistant Editor
••
*W»» P- %£■£ ™
we both have a tendency to gesticuadmire
her
for
the success she made
thusiasm
and
enough
grit
to
get
in
Intercollegiate Editor
* Katherme Freston
late. Often while studying, we make
of
her
life.
Of
course it isn't the
and
wjn
or
else—get
in
and
win.
The
News Editor
Edna Phelps "29
such frantic divas and plunges with
kind
of
suceessfwe
learn about in
girls
from
Savage
are
well
trained
Jull
our arms that we are quite exhausted.
Society Editor
„ ,
n u «1
oundoy school, but it is the kind
H
ard
have
a
record
which
is
hard
to
Campus Editor
*£?2!i ' 29
The other night, one of us was silentRuth King
equal, yet Jhe Harrisonburg sextet is ly practising a speech while the other Christabel Caine desires for herself.
Department Editor .......
a
Audrey Hyatt
looking forward to playing them— was studying a dissertation and by the Not that Christabel isn't religious.
Column Editor a
Dorothy Frey '31 and although all odds may be against
She is excessively so. She has tried
Exchange Editor
Frances Snyder '31 them, ftiey will put up a fight that, to time study hour was over both were out several kinds, and made up her
Feature Editor
Julia Reynolds'29 :ay the least, will take plenty of it to fagged.
own little prayer.
Organization Editor
The exercise doesnt bother us,
K.
N.
C.
Harris
'29
"Oh Lord, I thank Thee for Thy
conquor.
Literary Editor
though we are worried over what peo- Gift of Beauty, but I pray Thee to let
The season's schedule is as follows^
BOARD OF MANAGERS
ple think. Anyone entering our abode my body be only the Cloud that thinly
Farmville
State Teachers CollegeBUSINESS MANAGER
MARY G. WATT '31
pauses on the threshold and stares vests the Real Beauty within. And,
There—Feb. 4.
Assistant Business Manager
^
Eve Bargelt
with scorn and disdain.
if Thou wilt, let that grow brighter
.* »
Assistant Business Manager .....
Anna Lyons Sullivan Lynchburg College—There—Feb. 2
Please answer quickly; and how!
and more bright, until it shines
Fredericksburg S. T. C—There Feb. 8
TYPISTS
through this Cloud of my body.
Gymnastically yours,
Radford S. T. C—Here—Feb. 15
Pattie Fitzhugh '32
Charlotte Hagan '31
Frank and Ray ! Amen."
Maude Forbes '30
Savage School of Physical Education,
Margaret Bottom '31
Frances Steger '31
New York—Here—Feb. 22
Christabel is the darling of her dear
My dear infants,
Radford S. T. C—There—March 2
old Quaker aunts, and her parents.
Lynchburg College—Here—March 7 , Your letter disturbed me not a lit- Only Uncle Johnnie stands in her preFarmville S. T. C—Here—March 8
tle.
Throughout the entire epistle ] sence. The rest are "all kneeling."
Fredericksburg S. T. C—Here- the one accented point was speed, Miss Parrish takes her title from the
March 9
i.peed, speed. This is an age of speed. directions in The Book of Common
THE BUILDING OJF YOUR HOUSE
Now who did I hear say that? And Prayer. "To be said by the whole
where was it? But I digress. I am congregation—all kneeling." Christ"So tired of being made to do things!" So tired of doing things one BAPTIST LEADER TALKS old and sloiw and I fear that I can abel has those with whom she comes
would rather not do!"
'
TO CHAPEL AUDIENCE not answer with the desired rapidity, in contact "all kneeling."
Have you felt that way about things?—felt that day after day, it seemeqV
Leaving Germantown, Christabel
No doubt the exercise brought out
that you were doing things simply because you had to, because someone was
Miss 'Dick' McConnell, southwide through your gesticulation is good for becomes the goddess of an artists'
having you do tarts, tiresome tasks? But—LISTEN—did you ever .stop to Baptist Student secretary, who is well
you, so don't worry. And as for the! colony in New York.
Having this
think at the same time that each task made the next one a httle easier? And known oi» all college campuses, spoke
mob—oh, that's easy. Have you no Bohemaji group at her feet she tires
there's something else, too, that matters- -just about everyone of those to assembled faculty and students
imagination? Tell them that you are of them and after her second successassigned tasks are something you ought to do or know or understand,
here during chapel hour on Wednes- emulating Dutch windmills—adopt the ] lul book of poems is published. She
Everyone in the world has one task in common—although it, at the same day, January 23.
Ota of v when saying w—try to culti- retires to Atlantic City with one of
Miss McConnell said she wanted to vate and air of Holland in your room; uet g.eat-aants.
time, is his own job. He has to build a house. No one else can do that for
There she spends
him. This house* can't be constructed, or even planned, by anyone else but be considered as a "big sister", and in other words, fool 'em!
lier time autographing her books unher pleasing personality and cheerful- j
that particular person—shall we say you in this case?
kaJ Curt.;. Carey arrives.
Curtis is
Thanks. No extra charge.
This house is called The House of your Character. In every persoa-'s ness caused her audience to readily |
i.cii, to ritn and aristocratic even
Didactically yours,
case it takes a long time to construct, because there's always so much tearing give her thi3 title in their hearts.
Aunt Abigail
..iCug.i he prefer! golf to the "blue,
down, often just a falling down at some certain spot, without your actually • The speaker stated that she had
iue sky."
tearing it down. That is one reason why the buihiing of your house takes so made two revolutions (not resolu- Dear Aunt Abigail,
From Atlantic City, Christabel
long. And at the same time there, is another reason. This one is that you tions) while quite young. These were
writes
to her artistic fiance Elliot
:"is
abiiity
goes,
we
are
average
and
want to have solid foundations for your house so that you may be happy —that she would never teach school, above; surely as intelligence and lite- Foster.
living in it, and the world will be happy in coming to it, knowing its solidity and that if she ever went to Europe
"This place is so dreary, my darlthe would never mention it after- racy are rated, we are ultra superior;
and durability and sense of Tightness and/proportion.
but
yet
with
all
our
attributes,
we
can
ing.
It's a temptation to let one's
You realize, of course, that the eiment mixing and pouring for the wards. However, both of these were not fathom a seemingly simple thing. little shinning be buried under Talk
foundations, the lifting and measuring and testing will be much more difficult eventually broken.
Three things which Miss McConnell The other night while we were exhib- of Health and Knitted Shawls and
than you think it should be, but after a while, when your mind and body are
deems necessary for everyone to live iting our powers, we heard great Diets and Draughts. But then I think,
accustomed to withstanding the hardships and seeing with a clear vision the
„:p to are devotion, determination, and ohouts of, "Hooray for the big team! here are poor sick old things being
happiness and comfort ahead when you'll have your house intact, it will be
Dome on big team! etc. etc." Why and ;iiave enough to put on their beads
notches.
a splendid thing to you. This shall be too, when the building will become
wherefore the "big"?
- Trrd tc'l jokes; and outside arc the Sky
As an example of what devotion
easier, when the construction will go up so much more quickly. And when
jily yours,
Foggi
,. iM ..e.:. And ! try to shine for
your house is built, after many tasks have been assigned to you, you'll be so means, the speaker used the quiet
The Senior Basketball Team
:. . :" .t y, until they shine back at
crowds of people going* into a cathefull of gratitude for someone giving you that task.
13. They lovs me Elliott, isn't it
Thus—each day, our tasks are just a part of the building of that House dral in Rome on St. Peter's day. The Dear Team,
outing? It makes me feei so humof Character. Let us find happiness in making ohr houses beautiful in the acer. of those who stopped at the holy
ble."
Such
a
Lindbergh
letter:
ue
thi:.
basins, then passed on until the reachgladness and gratefulness of accepting the task given to us.
The artist, Christabel, recognizes
ed St. Peter's statue and kissed his and we that. My! My! But nevertheless
I
know
my
duty;
I
must
enthe
paragraph as good, decidedly
feet , were glorious pictures of devodeavor
to
answer
your
interrogation,
good.
Leaving out the "my darling"
tion.
MARY JONES LOOKS AT HERSELF
rou
desire
to
know
the
reason
for
the
and
"Elliott"
she copies it into her
Determination was easily depicted
adjective
"big"
which
preceded
the
ecret
Journal,"
that book of her inThe teacher i3 the great model of the school child. In dress, in posture, whet) a mind picture was unfolded be- noun "team." Right? Somewhere in timate thoughts which someday might
A good looking
in speaking voice and in those refinements marking one as cultured, what an fore the audience.
Later, walking along
young, popular college man, a girl my experience I heard some member .a published.
opportunity the teacher has in being the great example. Have you ever
of the L'mior team make the remark the boardwalk, she works her parafriend
wanting
to
catch
a
train,
offernoticed just how much John's shuffling walk is like that of his folks? Have
that the aggregate weights of the graph into her conversation with Curyou wondered at Maud's thin high voice and then recalled that her family ed assistance with his car, an accident, divers individuals on the Senior squad tis.
young man seriously hurt, no hope
talk quite like her? Jane's nasal tones can be easily explained when you have
Does that
jJhfi prefers "a pink-and yellow apfor life, moved to home to die, young would be 1000 pounds.
met her people. Youth must copy, imitate, and fashion itself from models.
man's grim determination to live, grit-J throw any light on the subject?
ple"- to "all the jewels in the Rue de
Mary Jones, a student teacher, soliloquizes:
Thesaurusally yours,
ted teeth and hung on—thi3 narrative
.•a.\.' b:.i she puts Elliott on the
"The teacher in training may well pause and take stock. 1 shall see gave a vh'id testimony as to what deAunt Abigail
.': for later use, and marries Curmyself as others see me." How shall I do it? Examine myself critically as termination can do. Although para'X thus subjecting herself to the said
I can. Next, ask my best Normal School friends to rate me; and last get one lyzed from waist down, this young My dear Mistress Abigail,
evels.
or more of my instructors to sketch me as I have impressed them. With this man has the grim determination to
A terrible catastrophe has occurred,
Dressed in nun-like white, she is
survey of myself, I shall build and modify my physical, mental, and social self walk some day. Will he walk? Do I've lost my appetite. When I go to married. Uncle Johnnie says, "Curfor the most worthy task of all human relationships—that of inspiring youth
you have that same dogged determi-j meals, I just stare at my plate; and tis should have been in doublet and
to finer manhood and womanhood through a worthy example."
nation in life?
| the end of the meal finds the food un- hose. He was the only one who look"Really, I must confess that I did believe that others who look differently,
Every since she was a tiny tot, Miss ' touched. I used to have a normal ap- ed out of place. Nice of her to let
who walk differently, whose voices do not sound just like mine, and who have McConnell said her Dad had been set- : petite, but I now have" none. What him come. Or did she know he was
standards of living and acting different from mine are just odd, or affected, or ting notches for her to reach. Each can I do?
there? She seemed completely deprudish. Then, as I have explained, it occurred to me to study mysejf; and time that she had almost reached an
tached."
Punily yours,
I know you will laugh when I tell you what, I found. To say that I was ideal set above her, it was moved highKathleen Snapp
After a honey-moon abroad, Christsurprised is to put it mildly, I was shocked at my findings. Indeed, it took er and higher.. This gives one someabel returns to her New York mansion
a lot of courage to face the facts. Here they are: round shoulders, a step thing worthwhile to live for. If np My dear, Kathleen,
ar„d other homes, and continues her
that is not full of life, poor enunciation and slovely speech with many English one set3 notches for you to reach, set
Although your question is a little work. The way of genius is hard but
errors both in talking and writing. I found myself avoiding many social them for yourself.
out of my line, perhaps I can help you. she is brave. "Courage Child." She
affairs at school and in the community and I know now that I must learn to
How do tjeople use the 1440 minutes Jlavj you tried eating appetizers be- writes in her journal.
do well what others do. I hear you say, 'Well, Mary Jones, you must be a given them in each day they live?
"Nothing must interfere with my
fore meals? Pickles, olives, cavias,
terribly poor piece of humanity to be getting ready for teaching.' You are Think of notches according to mintomatoes in huge quantities might work, no thoughts of self, no selfish
both r;ght and wrong. I am not so different from many others, but I am utes, and also put devotion and deterhelp. Try it.' If appetizers have no joy or sorrow. The bees have flown
ambitious. The rough edges'must be smoothed, and I am determined to be the mination in work. People should pray
1
effect, try running around the qua- fa: , in ths orchards and meadows.
best possible leader I can be for the children I teach.'
and read their Bibles sometimes dur-jdran?le twice before each mea, l Now I call them back to the hive, and
Fellow studentsrhave you the courage to look at yourselves? Try it and Nl the£e minutes, and they should jhope you regain your appetjte.
in the darkness and silence they make
you will enjoy the findings for you will set up a scheme for corrective work j not mumble meaningless words to •
Encouragingly yours]
golden honey."
with the g.eatest zeal you have ever felt as a student.
| (Continued to Page S, Column S.)
Aunt Abigail
(Continued to Page 8, Column I.)
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H. D. Wood was entertained by
ARE "AT HOME' TO
Nancy Jarrelle.
FACULTY YESTERDAY
Harriet Pierson's guest was Capt.
M. G. Ramey from V. M. I.
Yesterday afternoon Ashby, ShenFrank Pannell came to see Eliza,
andoah
and Wellington Hall kept open
beth King.
TOM SAYS:
house
to"
the faculty from four thirty j
Edna Davis was visited by Roy
I'm
afraid I shall lose my
,until dinner time. The rooms were!
Parrett.
position
as Campus Cat since
in shinin order
!
Anne Everett has as her guest
&
. the victrolas were all
the
number
of my feline com._. n....u_.
,, M.
,. I.
,
turned on "soft" and every girl had!
Capt.
Rawlings from V.
petitors
is
increasing
so alarmJim Lowry was the guest of Mar- on a#arty dress and,a real, not manu 1
ingly.
factured, smile of welcome for each "
garet Simons.
Lillian Derry entertained as her faeulty friend- The residents of these
1
Dice as her guest this week end.
WEEK-END TRIPS
guest Charles Rand of U. of Va.
\ hal|s ho?e that the Kuesta enjoyed "Qmittie": "What would you do if
Ethel Crawn went to her home in
Ruth Archibald's guest was Jack Itheir visits and wiU come a*ain ^th- you found yourself in hot water?"
Weyers Cave.
I Simpson.
' out a formal invitation.
Christine Hall spent the week-end
"Quizzey": "I'd take a bath."
Margaret Pusey was the guest of I john Shoemaker visited Dorothy
at her home in Afton, Va.
her parents in Buena Vista.
Levi.
Elizabeth Yates went to her home in
Frances Rubush spent the week-end
Madeline Anderson at Cotillion
Harry Heskett came to see Eliza- Y. W7CH0IR GIVES A
Luray, Va.
at her home in Buena Vista.
meeting:
"I move that we have OUT
beth Ramsburg.
MUSICAL PROGRAM
K. N. C. Harris was the guest of
Mary Mullins went home to Roameetings the first Wednesday night
Mrs. Campton in Richmond, Va.
noke.
in every month, provided it doesnt
LOCAL GROUP HAS NICE SERShirley Miller went to New Market,
come on Sunday."
Dorothy Wheeler visited in Roa- MRS. VARNER HAS
VICE AT BAPTIST CHURCH
Va.
noke!
PARTY
FOR
HER
Anne Ragan visited Evelyn Wolf at
Audrey Cline was the guest of her
Landlord (to roomer): "We've been
GUEST FRIDAY! On Sunday night the Y. W. choir very
her home in Mt. Jackson,.
c^Uarents in Spring Hill.
much troubled with rats here
furnished a most impressive musical
Eva Bernette spent the week-end at J Mary Greene visited in Greenville,
lately.
Do you know a good remedy?"
program
at
the
Baptist
church.
SeverMrs. W. B. Varner, dean of women,
her home in Charlottesville.
Carrie E. Kline spent the week-end
Roomer: "Well, if you'd do to them
entertained at a most attractive party al anthems, a sextet, and a response
Lucy Yowell accompanied Cather- at her home in Broadway.
were sung by the choir, after which what you've just done to me—charge
on
Friday
evening,
January
25th
at
ine Yancey to her home in KeezleMrs. Fannie Payne had Hellyn
her home, "the House By the Side of Nellie Cowan sang a solo. Miss Rath fifty cents for some bread and cheese,
town. .<i :-:-;;;£&.^.'?>ir#J*T5^.v1 Keeler as her. guest this week-end.
The whole of I'll bet they'd stay away from here,
the Road" in compliment to her guest, played a violin solo.
Beulah Bright went home to DeerMargaret Bick went to her home in
the rnusicai selections contributed
Miss
Brucille
Phillips,
of
Nashville,
Winchester, Va.
field, Va.
Tennessee. Miss Phillips accompanied greatly to the impressiveness of the
Bachelor: "I want a pretty and inMarion McNair wa3 the guest of
Mary Stuart Brown was the guest
Mrs. Varner on her trip to Europe service.
telligent wife."
of her parents in Raphine.
her brother in Stuarts Draft.
Matrimonial Agent: "Impossible;
Edith Chew spent the week-end at this past summer. During her visit
Thelma Miller went to Staunton.
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Varner,
ANSWERS
that would be bigamy."
Lula Corbin spent the week "end at her home in Staunton.
Anna Keyser went home to Linden. Miss Phillips was the guest of honor
her home in Weyers Cave.
at a. number of social functions.
1. Anna Held, who first appeared in
Kathleen Snapp went to her home
Velma Bowman visited in BridgeSpeaking of Honeymoons
Mrs.
Varner's
guests
last
Friday
this
country with Evans and Hoey in
water, Va.
in Elkton.
Reba:
"Dot, where do you want to
included:' Miss Brucille Phillips of "The Parlor Match."
'Virginia Hunter was the guest of
go on your honeymoon?"
Nashville, Tennessee, Misses Lucy
2. The Prudential Insurance ComSelina Linhos.
Marston, Margaret Ricketts, Kath- pany with headquarters in Newark, "% Dot: "It's always been my highest
GUESTS
ON
CAMPUS
Groveen Pittman went to Luray.
ambition to go to Italy, and drift
ryn Pace, Harriet Pearson,
Rose N. J.
Gladys Dixon visited Catherine
Hogge, Lillian Derry, and Wilsye '3. "The Great Eastern," a screw down the Nile in a gondola."
Crim at her home in New Market.
Fred Koontz from Harrisonburg
Hamilton of the college and Messers' and paddle steamship. She was 680
Madeline Anderson spent the week- was the guest of Louise Land.
"May I have another dance,
George
Roller, Peyton Beery, George ! feet long, 83 feet beam and drew 25
end at her home in Winchester, Va.
Bill Lineweaver was entertained by
please?"
Taliferro,
George
Conrad,
Frank
feet.
She
had
6,600
horse
power
in
Mildred Coffman went home to Florence Mitchell.
"Why, yes, you may have the eigh
Switzer, Hanky Haas, Dick Bradley all. She was launched in 1858, and
Edinburg.
C. E. Richards visited Mary Lee
teenth."
of
Harrisonburg.
|
broken
up
in
1887
and
was
never
a
Isabelle Du Valwas the guest of Dobbins.
Mrs. Arthea Johnston assisted Mrs. success.
"Thanks, but I'll .be gone by thai
Mrs. W. E, Du Val of Staunton, Va.
Lillian Kipps had as her guest Roy Varner in' serving her guests.
time."
4. The average speed of elevaJocs is
Bertha Pence went to North River, Richards.
"So will I."
about 225 feet per minute.
In the
Va.
Mildred Coffman was visited by
Equitable
Building
in
New
York
(one
ATTRACTIVE DANCE
Miss Hoffman spent the week-end William Holtzma'n of Edinburg.
of the largest of all office buildings)
Landlady: "Why have you put y.
, at her home in Woodstock.
j IS HELD IN GYM an
Paul Stepp from Shenandoah was
elevator
runs
about
ten
miles
in
a
coffee
on a stool?"
Linnie Sipe spent the week-end at entertained by Juanita Carmack.
/
YESTERDAY
day
of
nine
hours.
Student:
"It was so weak t a
her home in McGaheysville.
James Jennings came to see Paul5.
In
their
natural
state
they
are
thought
it
had
better sit down."
Kennie Bird went to her home in ine Johnson.
An
enjoyable
time
was
had
by
all
green.
It
is
only
when
they
have
been
Mt. Jackson.
Z. J. Stanton was the guest of Es- the students who attended the dance, boiled that the lobster turns red. The
"Hickey": "I'm majoring in GIT
Anne Bullock was the guest of Eve- tella La Prade.
Friday night, given under the aus- change is due to a chemical reaction. And you?"
lyn Wolf.
Betty Barnhart was visited by pices of, the Student Government As"Libber": "Latin."
Gladys Shawen visited in UpperWard Williams.
sociation. Mr. Fletcher, owner of the
THE COW—AN ESSAY
ville.
"Hickey": "Well, well hav
Agne3 Weaver had as her guest Valley Book Shop, demonstrated an
The cow is a female quadruped with together and talk over old ti >
Eve Bargelt went home to WoodDonald Whitlock.
orthophonic victrola, after which it an alto voice and a quileless countenstock.
R. L. Smith from Staunton was the was used to furnish the music for the ance.
She collaborates with the
Dr. Weems: "My dear girl
Evelyn Games accompanied Cath- guest of Gladys Hawkins.
dance. There are hopes of having an pump in the production of a liquid nothing the matter wit
erine Yancey to her home in KeezleAnna Keyser entertained Lyle Arm. orthophonic victrola here on the cam- called milk, provides the filler for only need rest."
town.
entrout as her guest.
pus which will be used for that pur- hash, and at last is skimmed by those
K. N. C: "But, Dr. Ween;,
Cornelia Bratton was the guest of
Frank Gould from Harrisonburg pose.
whom she has benefited, even as mor- look at my tongue!"
Mrs. D. A. Berry in Greenville, Va.
was the guest of Clarinda Mason.
tals commonly are.
Dr. Weems: "Needs rest, too
Pearl Scott spent the week-endxat
R. E. Hodges was entertained by
The cow has no upper plate. All C."
her home in Port Republic.
PRESBYTERIAN
Estelle Cox.
her teeth being parked in the lower
Roberta McKim went to her home
CHURCH
IS
HOST
TO
John
Henderson
yisited
Grace
Ker.
part of her face. This arrangement
Note: We wish to correct .
in Luray.
Margaret
Rickeretts
had
as
her
COLLEGE GIRLS was perfected by an efficiency expert great error made in one of last
Frances Kagey spent the week-end
Cuest Peyton Beery.
to keep her from grimming things up. jokes. Lois Ellis, feeling in a' at her home in New Market, Va.
Wilsye
Hamilton
was
visited
by
The
Presbyterian
Church
entertainSo constructed, she bites up and gums altriustic mood, was inquiring r
Virginia Aldhizer went home to
Seth
Nottingham
of
I),
of
Richmond.
down.
ed
the
Presbyterian
students
at
dinthe dormitory for a tatting shut!
Broadway.
J. H. Lillard from V. P. I. was en- ner on last Friday night. Dr. Wilson,
The cow has two stomaches. The for Ella Davis. It was Miss Da
Jeannette Duling visited in Luray,
tertained by Dicie Fishback.
Mr. and Mrs. George Harnsberger, large one on the ground floor is used instead of Miss Ellis who has resort
Va.
Beyerley White came to see Bess Mr. Keister, Mrs. Beery, Mrs. Sam as a warehouse. When this is filled, to the dear old-fashioned art of* tatSadie Finklestein went to her home
Cowling.
Fletcher, Miss Edna Shaeffer and the cow retires to a quiet place where ting. I hope Miss Ellis will please
in Winchester.
Miss Ruth Scott were there to receive her ill manners will occasion no com- pardon the mistake.
Junmie
Shipman
was
the
guest
of
Virginia Nuckols spent the weekthe
gicls. Four tables were decorat- ment, and devotes herself to ruminaNettie
Anderson.
end at her home in Lexington.
ed
with
sunbonnet babies clothed in tion. The raw material thus conveyGertrude
Black
was
visited
by
CAN-YOU IMAGINE?
Elizabeth Downey was the guest of
the
class
colors
of
H.
T.
C.
'Each
ed
for
the
second
time
to
the
interior
George
Cutter.
1.
Clelia
Heizer not falling down durher parents in New Market.
Lillian Derry hail as her guest Jes- girl found a place at her class table of her face is pulverized and delivering a basketball game?
Eleanor Wrerin went home to New
se McNeill.
and enjoyed the delicious home-cooked ed to the auxiliary stomach, where it 2. Eve Bargelt being quiet and deMarket.
Alvah Pritchard from V. P. I. was dinner. After the meal had been serv- is converted into cow.
mure?
Sara F. Ralston spent the week-end
ed a social hour was enjoyed. Mrs.
The cow's tail is mounted aft, and 3. "Crusty" Pace with freckles?
the
guest of Delphine Hurst.
at her home in Staunton.
Frances Bass entertained Francis Sam Fletcher sang, Dr. Wilson wel- has a universal joint. It is used to 4. Elizabeth Kaminisky in a hilarious
Jean Bricker went to her home in
comed the guests and particularly in- disturb marauding flies. The tossel
Wayland
as her guest.
mood?
Shenandoah,
troduced
Miss
Ruth
Scoll,
who
has
on
the
end
has
a
unique
educational
George
Robertson
came
to
see
Nan
5. Bridgewater Bennett with yellow
Mary-Hopkins visited in Elkton,
come to be the college-church "big value. People who milk cows and
Henderson.
:—:
hair?
Va.
sister."
Mr.
Keister
led
us
in
songs,
come
into
frequent
contact
with
this
6.
A practice teacher with time to
Alma Baker was visited by John
Eieanor Evans went home to Edinold and new, and the evening came tossel develop vocabularies of peculiar
waste?
burg.
Harehbarger.
to a happy close with a comic panto- and impressive force.
7. Jeanette Ing!e boycottong the lib-.
Edythe Monahan accompanied GladFlorence Reese had 83 her guest |
J
-mime-of
-Seett'-»
r 'Lochinvar" by cer- "The" male cow Is called a "bull," and
rary?
den Hook to her home in Staunton.
Frank Driver from Weyers Cave.
Nettie Yowell spent the week-end at .Jennings Johnson was the guest of tain members of the Senior and Jun- is lassoed along the Colorado, fought 8. '^Bobby" McKim without her chewior classes.
south of the Rio Grande, and shot in
ing gum?
her home in Boyce, Va.
Florence Johnson.
the vicinity of the Potomac.
9. The College Tea Room without
Florence Kelsey went to her home
Hermie Harper entertained as her (Continued fiom Page 2, Column 3.)
The young cow is called a calf, and
Ruth King?
in Croaet, Va.
(fOMt Rex Booth of Toar.o.
themselves, or choose the shortest is used in the manufacture of chicken 10. Finding a P in every Eskimo Pi. '
Mary Neff was the guest of her
Beatrice Beydler's guest was Will-; psalm in the whole Bible to read. salad.
11. "Liz" King as a tight rope walker?
parents in Broadway, Va.
iam Kel!er
I Couldn't people be thankful and rev'A slice of cow is worth eight cents 12. "Eddie" Phelps with ffothing to
Virginia Hamilton visited in West
Leigh Williams visited Grace Maycx erent for 5 out of 1440 minutes.
in the cow, fourteen cents hi the hands
do?
Augusta.
Ed. Yoachim came to see Phyllis
Miss McConnell's concluding re- of a packer, and two dollars and forty 13. Anne Ragan as tall as "Quizzy"?
Va. and May Coffnun spent the Pp mer
'
mark in her talk was a plea that her cents in the restaurants that special- 14. Lucy Gilliam shouting?
week-end at their homes in Edinburg.
DOTald Whitbeck was the guest of audience make its days and minutes ize in atmosphere.
15. Who the next president of the
Mrs. D. A. Berry had Margaret Agnes Weaver.
?
cunt.
C. A. M.
Student Body will be?
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COLLEGE MEANTS
AND COMMENTS
(Katherine Preston—Editor)
Tulane University Glee Club is to
sponsor a ten-day cruise through the
Caribbean Sea stopping at Havana,
Cuba and other points. The date set
is June 19th.
We were thinking "how wonderful!"
when suddenly we happened upon an
editorial on the subject which enthusiastically hailed this trip as the best
of "ads"! Shortly after, we had a
nightmare in which thousands of
ships sailed up and down and across
the oceans, pennants flying, and bands
playing, each advertising the superb
qualities of its own particular "dear
old Siwash." Horrors!

•!*

Pace 4 Column 2

DO YOU KNOW?
1. What French actress became,
famous in America by taking her
bath in milk?
2. What insurance company claims,
to have the "strength of Gibraltar
,
3. What famous ship was used in
laying the first Atlantic Cable?
4. How fast do elevators run? How
far do they run in a day?
5. Are lobsters always red?

EXCHANGES AND
CHANGES
^

GIanceg Qn

^

Jnside Workings

of fln Exchange Editor.s Head Gear

To the casual looker-on an exchange
editor has a cinch of a job (at some
future date it may be honored., by the
name position). What more has to
be done, outside of hurriedly scanning
the front pages of various college
SUGGESTIONS FOR THE papers and even more hurriedly jotting down such points as might strike
C. W. E. COMMITTEE IN the fancy? Why even the girl who
pulled an E on Freshman English
PLANNING PROGRAM could probably handle that job withFOR THE CHRISTIAN out any difficulty at all.
Listen my children and you shall
WORLD EDUCATION hear
of what an exchange editor realCONFERENCE ly thinks when writing up the weekly
column. She picks up a popular colWell, another blasting statement
I. The Purpose of the Conference is lege paper, scans the most important
about college athletics has proved to
be without foundation—We mean the to help students realize vividly what headlines which tell the world about
one about the narrowness' and lack of our modern world is like and what it the basket ball game, played and won
benefit of athletics due to the small means to be a Christian in our present by the famous frirl sextet of—College.
number engaged in them. We find complex civilization; to start them on "My gosh! thinks she, "basket ball as
that at Ohio State University a total their thinking on new issues; and to an exchange is out of the question—1
J
of 4,813 students participated in. the SuppleffiSnt Ibr" «"* , 5«lsjir,#h'e col- whfr* -^?—".The Red^ Cro/is Drive,*
various intra-mural sports in the lege curriculum by visits of persons Nix on that too, "Examinations Bewith first-hand experience in various gin Monday"—too deep—"New Sorpast year.
parts of the world. Instead of tak- ority Pledges", ditto there—"Book ReWe read that Princeton students ing a few students off the campus for views," ' 'Class Schedlues"—"Educahave been prohibited from hopping a cor.^wmw, this plan brings the tion Week Observed" and so on far
rides with automobilists; that North- conference to the campus, making it into the night until the weary editor,
westernistudents have been asked not available for everybody and fitting it frantic for something to write about,
to befon intercollegiate athletic con- into their on-going academic life.
takes the situation into her own hands
tests; that still another college has deand writes what is in her head. ExII. History of these conferences..
manded that its students act their „,
...
,
.
..
,
There is nothing original in the ob- changes are a lot of ,.hooey
. . this„ week
.. ..
ages when attending the movies.
so they will just i be listed, Call it
jective or methods ot the conference.
Apparently everyone is doing his
a cinch of a job and laugh!
Last year the attempt was made to
best to get the college student tamed
The Richmond Collegian—
apply tested conference technique to
down to a point where he acts quite
University of Richmond
"normal."
Any one with sufficient local campuses and with sufficient suc- The Brackety-Ack—Roanoke College
cess to call for another series this
foresight can see that at this rate the
The Dynamo—Prescott, Arkansas
inevitable and most lamentable result year. La3t February 18 men and wo- B. C. Bee—'Bridgewater College
men
participated
in
such
a
series
will be that ho longer will they be able
The Hampden-Sidney Tiger
to pull off the hackneyed jokes about touching twenty campuses in Virginia.
Hampden.Sidney College
the priveleged doings of the collegian. They met 136 classes (in many cases The Flat HatSuch witticisms eventually will be combinations of several) ;~sp6Ke at BO
College of William and Mary
placed in the class with the mother- assemblies and chapels, and held dis- The Rotunda—
cussions in some 80 voluntary meetin-law jokes.
Farmville State Teachers College
Rally around the standard, fellow ings of one kind an another. Reports
students. Don't let yourselves be from 40 faculty men and women who
pictures in the college papers along
had used the leaders in their "class
pushed out of the joking world.
with stories of the conference.
Here's for bigger and better college rooms and from college presidents are
These are sent on request only
responsible for an extension of the
jokes.
from Mr. Brown's office, 501 Atlansame project again this year. The
tic Life Bldg., Richmond, Va.
As a rule anonymous notes are not following schools have two day conc. Literature packet. This will form
looked upon with much favor as you ferences this year: William & Mary,
a nucleus for a C. W. E. library.
perhaps know, but here we read, of University of Richmond, Virginia UnLet a sub-committee familiarize ita college, Newcomb College at New ion University, Randolph Macon Colself with this material, and order
Orleans in which anonymity is wel- lege,- Virginia State College', State
more direct from the publishers for
comed. A bulletin board called "The Teachers College (Farmville), Lynchdistribution at the time of the conHeretic Board" is used by the students burg College, Randolph Macon Woference, if desired.
for posting any unsigned suggestions mens College, Sweet Briar, V. P. I.,
about College interests, that they de- State Teachers College (East Rad- 3. Knowing your leaders and their
subjects, you can now arrange their
sire. Many good suggestions make ford), Emory & Henry, Roanoke Colschedules for convocations or chaptheir appearance on this board it is .ege, Washington & Lee, Bridgewater,
el, and
claimed, together with many humor- State Teachers College (Harrisonous ones.
burg), and University of Virginia. 1. The Class room schedule., of lecThis seems to have its merits. The Other campuses will share in the
tures. On this you will need to conidea is that a suggestion is a suggest- leaders for shorter periods.
sult closely with the administration
ion no matter from whom it comes.
and professors concerned. ProfesIII. The Plan this year is essentialsors in the fields of Sociology, Eduly the same as last. The Emphasis
Are you proud of your record at
cation, Government, History and
this year is four fold:
college?
So proud that you would
Religion will find the subjects more
rejoice to have it deposited in a fire 1. International Relations, particulclosely related to their text-book
arly
proof vault from which fifty years
material.
a. The Kellogg Pact,
henoe your children and grand-childb. Latin American Relations, and
5. With the co-operation of the colren may extract it and read with awe
c. Foreign Policy;
lege Librarian, select and make
of your noble achievements?
(No,
available to the students the books
decidedly no, this is not an advertise- 2. The World Program of the Church
which are dealing in these areas.
ment for fire proof safes.) We think 3. Industry, especially in the South;
and
Remember your packet which we
we could safely say that out of five of
4.
Interracial
Relations.
furnished
you.
Use it and order
us would decline to be a party to such
more.
IV.
We
would
make
the
following
a proposition. What we started out
to say was that Tulane University is ■v.ggestions as to loc({l set-up, based 6. Exhibits will be available. Have
someone in charge of that sub-comconstructing just such a vault. Our -m the experience of last year:
mittee so that the Exhibit can
sympathies to Tulane students. Please 1. If you have not already done so,
quickly be placed upon the arrival
don't anyone conceive the idea that ^ form a C. W. S. Conference Committee
at
once.
It
should
be
made
of the leaders.
this might contain a useful suggestup
of
the
most
interested
students,
7.
Arrange for the~entertainment of
ion. It doesn't.
faculty, members of the administrathe Leaders. They should have action, and others concerned. In case cessible rootns which are quiet and
MISS MARBUT IS
of co-educational schools, this comcomfortable in order that they may
HOSTESS TO SOPHS mittee must represent equally the give you the maximum of their
Y. M. C. A. and Y. W. C. A.. If energy and help.
Insist on men
Miss Marbut delightfully entertainyour dates include a Sunday then
having time for rest.
ed the officers and several other memyou certainly would want to include 8. Cost. The expense will be probers of the Sophomore Class at supa local minister also.
rated between the schools. It will
per in her apartment last Sunday
a. List of Leaders (You may want he somewhere" in the neighborhood
night. The class colors, green and
to supplement the&3 from other
of the costs last year, in which
white were carried out in the attractsources.
smaller colleges paid $25 to $40,
ive color scheme. The guests were:
b. Biographies of leaders, and their and a few larger schools up to $150.
Virginia Stark, Lena Bones, Virginia
subjects for addresses and discusIn addition, each local college bears
Gilliam, Betty Douthat, Dorothy Frey,
sions. We are also making availthe entertainment expense.
Last
Jeanette Engle, Nancy Trott, Axie
able for you cuts or mats of all the
year a number of colleges paid the
Brockett, and Delphine Hurst.
leaders so that you can run their
expenses of the conference from the
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college budget rather than allowing NEW RIO BUILDING
the Christian Association to touch
NEARLY FINISHED
their own budgets. Miss Young and
Mr. Brown will tell you during the
conference your cost.
Please be WILL BE ONE OF BEST EQUIPprepared to give a check for it at p£I) ON SOUTHERN CONTINENT
that time.
9. Arrange, for a full meeting of the
Rio De Janeiro, Nov—One of the
Committee and Cabinet with fac- finest new buildings in this city, the
ulty members and advisors, with new home of the Y. M. C. A., is now
the C. W. E. leaders and with Miss nearing completion in the center of
Young or Mr. Brown, immediately the commercial area of the city. The
upon their arrival in order to give building will be one of the outstanda final check up on the program and j ing of its kind in South America, deto familiarize the leaders with just | signed to serve different ages and
what you are expecting of them, j needs, to isolate certain groups and
Important: Assign a member of j to throw others together. The buildyour committee to each leader whose ing will be two short blocks from the
duty it will be to act as guide and | Avenida, where the historic Morro do
host or hostess.
Castello, settled forty-two years be10. Endeavor to set up the schedule fore Jamestown, once existed.
for each/ individual leader well in
advance—hours, groups, subjects—
and iriform Mr. Brown so that leaders can be given adequate time for
unhurried preparation to give you
V
their best.
PHONE 274 $E2^65N,MAINST.
11. Where desirable and possible,
HARRISONBURG, VA.
offer the speakers to civic clubs and
churches, literary societies, etc.
12. Interviews. These are important
OUR SHOES
and yqur committee should arrange
foT stuueiffVtd 'tallc,wi£n,*the leatfe'rs
TCeep*yo'ur feet vigorous and
ready for any task
individually about any of the quesGood
looking, too and retain
tions raised. Spontaneous groups
their shape
are well to provide also. Often FraHosiery
ternities and boarding house groups
"As you like it"
choose to invite the leaders to break
bread with them. These personal
contacts are valuable for you, for
the leaders and for the groups.
13. Through the Conference, try to
(Fine Shoe Repairing)
achieve something definite!
This
must not be a "stunt" in the middle
of a year's program, but an integral part of the year's work. SugTHOMPSON'S
gestions:
BEAUTY SHOPPE
Finger and Marcell Waving
a. Project on Good Will in InternaPermanent Waving
tional Relations (Refer to folder
90 E. Market
Phone 525-R
on Missions). Why not encourage
students to give financially to some
cause? Begin with the committee 1
b. A Good Will project through the
, HELEN KANE SINGS
"Don't Be Like That" and
local church or the one back home
'Me
and the Man in the Moon"
(Refer to suggestions in folder on
No. 21820
Church and Peace).
JOHNNY MARVIN SINGS
c. Project in Building a Construct'Where the Shy Little Violets
Grow" and
ive Foreign Policy (See folders on
"Sweethearts on Parade"
Kellogg Pact and Foreign Policy).
No. 21830
Address communications to your
These are the two best records
congressmen. See sample in Kel>f the month. You'll want them
wth. We are the Victor headlogg Pact folder. College students
luarters in this city. Come in
little realize how powerful their
today.
influence would be if they only used it for good in this field. Take
VALLEY BOOK SHOP
your education beyond the academic!
d. Cultivate personal and group interests and industry. The Indus'The Best in Drug Store Merchandise and The Finest in
try folder is full of suggestions on
Drug Store Service"
this.
REILLY DRUG CO
e. Project in Interracial Goodwill.
Incorporated
See the Interracial folder. Learn
Kavanaugh Hotel Annex
the problems and aspirations of
another race of people through acquaintances and reading and then
tackle some "hot spot" as the Commission on Interracial Cooperation
has done so well.
Now Showing
f. Publish articles in the college
New Spring Dresses
paper from time to time on these
problems and student's relation$5.00 to $39.50
ship to them.
Why should your
paper concern itself with purely
local affairs and that of not much
intellectual worth?
g. Hold debates, present pageants
and plays (See catalogue of plays
in the Missionary Folder). Suggest
themes for papers in English classes.
Fletchers Pharmacy
h. Observe Interracial Good Will
Try our Delicious Hot
Day, Sunday, February 10.
Toasted Sandwiches
i. Observe the Student's Day of
"Best in Town"
Prayer, February 17th, in which
The glad to see you ttort
studepts of all nations participate.
Further information for observance may be had from the C. W.
E. Committee, 600 Lexington Avenue, New York City,
j. Make some contribution to the
work of the World's Student
Christian Federation. (See pamphHot Lunches
Hot Coffee
Hot buttered toasted
lets in Missions folder).
Sandwiches
k. Take cognizance of the ChristNo dish over 10c
ian's atticude toward these probDelicious Coffee
lems and areas of life in the weekThe best Home Made Candies
with the lowest price
ly meetings, discussion groups, and
College girls this is your first
other phases of your on-going pro■top and first up to data store
gram.
down town.
(Continued to Pag* 5, Column 3.)

lk^S>^

Shoe Store

RALPHS

: GEORGE'S :
Candy Kitchen
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call lovely and women would call catenish. They would be polka dot and
starchy about the neck and quite,
AS I SEE IT
quite low. I Would try to avoid the
Frances Snyder—Editor
C. W. HARVEY FAVORS LAUNCH- fetish of thinking I couldn't wear
ING OF SERVICE AFTER NATION- certain colors, particularly if some
man Laid he liked me in them.
AL SURVEY
"If I were a girl, I suppose, being
TRUTH IS STRANGER
a
sentimentalist
at heart, I'd fall in
Bangkok,
Siam,
Nov.—A
Y.
M.
C.
If I had not been an eye witness of
love
some
time
and
when I did I'd fall
A.
may
be
established
in
this
country
the following incident, and some wor-!
so.hard
you
could
hear
me bounce! I
thy had related it to me, in all prob-; if the recommendations to that effect
wouldn't
let
The
Man
know
it, though,
ability and with a heavy heart 11 made by Charles W. Harvey of the
I'd
make
him
suffer
and
go
through
should have insisted that he see a doc- National Council of the Y, M. C. A. of
agony
and
treat
him
like
dirt
and
tor. Bear in mind when you read this the United States are carried out.
then,
when
I
finally
let
him
suspect
that there is a possibility of anything I After many requests .from Siamese
happening and prepare for a great leaders, Mr. Harvey recently visited that there was something about him
this country and met many of the that appealed to something in me he'd
improbability.
!feel so surprisedly grateful that I
You need not take my word for it. country's prominent men who were all
could soak him on the spot for practicordial
toward
the
Association,
alI, myself, who sat next to the person
cally anything I wanted.
though
they
are
Buddhists.
Mr.
Harinvolved, in the class room where the'
vey
has
recommended
to
the
Foreign
"I wouldn't always tell the truth, if
affair took place, sat for several minutes in awed consternation, and at Committee of the Natonal Council I were a girl, because that would be
first refused to believe it, but 'b'h look- that Ar.sociation work be launched in disloyal to my sex, and after all, a
ing absently around the room I saw this country. A decision has not yet girl's got to be able to be polite, but
I would not lie either. I'd make up
the open-mouthed students in the same been reached.
fairy stories and maybe fib a little
situation as myself. These, of course,
INDIAN
BOY
SHOW
600
OF
HOBwhen it was necessary. Then when
confirmed my opinion, and they will
I got to be somebody's sweetheart I
BY
CRAFT
WARES
back me up for my accuracy.
wouldn't tell a lie for anything, be;.
The teacher herself (for whom waMadras, India, Nov.—Six'"Hundred cause men don't like girls' to lie to
ter "was called) has agreed to let it
exhibits
of the crafts and hobbies of them unless if they tell the truth it
stand as the outstanding event of her
the
boys
of Madras, India, were plac- will hurt.
classes for this year.
ed on exhibition recently in the Cen"I'd be pretty nice to the man I
When I attempted to tell it to the
individuals, I could n6t finish it be- tral "Y" Esplanade. Contests in ora- loved. I'd kiss him good night always
cause of their laughter. They thought tory, indoor games and music were on and remember to squeeze his arm
it was a joke and absolutely could not the three-day program. A boys' camp after he'd squeezed mine for Jhe last
believe me to be serious. The chief was held for four days near Madras time, unless I was afraid tfiis would
character involved sat in clothing this fall. The campers were divided end up in a sort of retaliation thing
class in her characteristic manner— into tribes of eight boys each, and a that v/ould keep me up oil night."
looking directly at the instructor, but program followed typical of an Amertaking none of the subject matter in. ican "Y" camp.
GENEVA SCHOOL OPENS SECOND
.The instructor, with a sigh of utter
YEAR WITH 19
hopelessness, directed her look past me PRAGUE MEMBERS' NIGHT
DRAWS EAGER AUDIENCE
to the said student.
Geneva, Switzerland, Nov.—Nine"Lois," she said in a resigned tone,
Prague,
Czechoslovakia,
Nov-r—Long
teen
students from twelve different
"can you—Lois! Will you shake her,
lines of members flocked to the first countries are enrolled in the second
Virginia?"
She was finally awakened from her Members' Night of the Association. year of the International Y. M. C. A.
Tea and a meal in the cafeteria, to- School of Physical Education.
The
trance.
gether with songs and a lively, brief complete Enrollment is. expected to
"Ma'am?" she said cogently.
"Can you tell the class from what summary of the history of the Asso- reach twenty-five. All are very careciation in Czechoslovakia sent the fully selected men. The first speaker
fiber is linen made?"
Off came Lois's blank expression. members home stronger apostles of for the opening exercises of the school
She brightened up and kept brighten- the organization than ever. A list of was Dr. Conrad Hoffman of the
ing until the room was fairly aflame proposed clubs was read and each man World's Christian Student Federation.
with the brightness. During the awed was given a chance to register for his The school enrolled nine students last
and silent stillness which pervaded choice. Eleven active organizations year.
resulted.
the room
She answered the question!
"Y" HELPS DR. JONES TO APASSOCIATION WORK TO BE
PEAL TO LATIN YOUTH
LAUNCHED IN ALEXANDRIA
WHAT DO YOU KNOW?
Did you ever stop and think
Alexandria, Egypt, Nov.—Plans
Buenos Aires, Nov.—Dr. E. StanWhat you would do without a home,
are
being
made
for
the
opening
here
ley
Jones, author of "The Christ of
Have you known what it could mean
soon
of
a
city
Association
in
Alexanthe
Indian Road," found many open-1
To be an orphan all alone?
dria. Previously there has been only ir-.-rs to reach the youth of South'
a small Anglo-American branch here. America and many platforms on I
Has life ever shown to you,
A group of leading business men are which to talk through the cooperation j
How it would feel to be left out,
backing the project atyl two secretar- of the Association in South America, I
And have you ever stood and seen
Your friend an enemy without ies have been assigned to launch the on his recent evangelistic tour of the
work.
Southern continent. Secretaries in
doubt?
many cities helped him to meet, leaders, while Association auditoriums
Have you ever sat alone
IF I WERE A GIRL
furnished excellent meeting places.
When all about you were asleep,
And gazed into the fire coals
"I'd treat men, if I liked them, as
Heaped in one pile at your feet?
though they were men and not little PIRIAPOLIS CAMP PLANS BEING
boys who I thought might ask me to
MADE FOR 1929
Have you ever stood within
go to the.movies if I let them kiss me,"
The shadow of a rich man's gate, says Eric Hatch in the February isPiriapolis, Uruguay, Nov.—PrepAnd watched his smile slowly fade
sue of College Humor. "I'd be pretty
As the poor walked past his gate? careful whom I kissed, but I'd let arations are going forward for the
every man I liked get an idea he could 1929 a,nnuaf summer encampment her* j
Has death ever shown to you,
kiss me if he was clever. I'd let him of students from all over South
How beautiful that it can be,
keep the idea till he tried and then if America, which will be held in JanuAnd that within its circle
he tried hard enough in a nice way ary, when there is snow on the ground
There's a vision we ought to see?
I'd probably let him—in a nice way. in North America. This camp is inI think I'd be just low enough to try ternationally known as a stimulant
Has the darkness ever held
and make them think tnere wouldn't toward racial and national friendship
Your soul gripped within its shadow be anything on earth quite as snappy among the youth of this continent.
And set your heart all a flutter,
as having me around the house when
As you wondered, whats the matter? they came in tired. I'd make them {Continued from Page 4, Column 4.)
comfortable, act glad to sec them and
1. Encourage students to make their
Have the days ever seemed lonely,
feed them and give them cocktails and
summers count in the understandSo lonely that your heart cried, Sir things.
ing of life and the Christian's reTo ole Father Time, and asked
"I think I'd read a lot, if I were a
sponsibility for an abundant life
If you might tell that you loved her? girl. I wouldn't go out every time
for all peoples (see pamphlets on
somebody asked me to; my complexsummer industrial projects.)
If NONE of these you have known
ion couldn't stand it. I'd never make
We
will be glad to answer further
And don't know what it is to be blue the mistake of staying at three parquestions
about the program, and
I am afraid you won't know LOVE tie., in a row so late that I came out
Rrge that you make it the most helpWhen it reaches forth its arms for on the fourth day looking like a paste
ful possible to your' own college genYOU.
flower with black-rimmed eyes. Not eration !
H. S. McNeely
on your life I wouldn't. I wouldn't Willa Young, National Board,
come out on the fourth day.
Y. W. C. A.,
AN UP-TO-DATE FABLE
"I'd wear clothes that came from 708 Pearl Street, Lynchburg, Va.
Once upon a time
—
:;mart shops and if they didn't and Forrest D. Brown, State Student Sec.,
"The girls sat around the open fire- looked as if they might have, I'd hook
601' Atlantic Life Bldg.,
place in^ Margery's room, sipping cho- tome labels and sew them in. In sumRichmond, Va.
(Continucd to Page 6, Column 4.) mer I'd wear frocks that men would January 8, 1929.

SIAMESE REQUEST
ASSOCIATION WORK

Page Five

Start the New Year Right!
Put your right foot forward at all times
knowing that it is properly dressed.

And if

there is any doubt as to What's What in newer
Footwear—always consult our Shoe Dept.,
where Parisian and New1 York's Newest Styles
await you.

v/«84.95

$5.95

.95

S.BLATT'S
B. Ney & Sons
VICTOR RECORDS
65*
Harrisonburg, Va.
Phone 5 5

WEAR MERIT SHOES AND HOSIERY
Every Pair of our Hosiery Guaranteed Runnerproof

MERIT SHOE COMPANY, Inc.
40 N." Main Street
Harrisonburg, Virginia

Hess Studio
Satisfaction Guaranteed

Lilian Gochenour
MILLINER
Exclusive Millinery
Silk Underwear

YOUR NEW REXALL STORE
at 46 South Main Street Is Newly and Specially Built for
your CONVENIENCEGREATER COMFORT
BETTER SERVICE
WE WANT YOU TO FEEL AT HOME HERE
COZY SODA BOOTHS
LUNCHEONETTE
.
TOASTED SANDWICHES
we have installed a new, modern Soda Fountain, scientifically cooled by the Friri.^S!!l!I!i . ,mM"«>I<* Cream only, will be served. Milk from BrookdaW Dairy.
acknowledged to have the lowest bacterial count will be used •xduaiyaly. Oar
syrups, fruits, etc., will lie the best obtainable.
w

VIRGINIA DRUG STORE
3*0

Store

FETZERS'
Harrisonburg's One Price Cash Store
Newest and best things In
Pumps, One Strap's, Oxfords, Hosiery Ac.
Van Raalte Gloves
$1.00 — 1.50
Point Heel Silk Stockings
$0.95 — 1.35 — 1.65

"Special"

"Where"

At the Candyland, where things make you feel at home.
All Fruit Sundaes and S. T. C. Specials 10c from now until the
first of April
We serve the best light lunches in town
Also Home made Crjndies and Ice Cream
Always puje and fresh, two words that stand for health's sake

A trial will convince
Once a Customer, always a Customer

::

CANDYLAND

::
>

•\
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Yale or Princeton.
crease the number of Eaglerock deal- (Continued from Page 1, Column 1.)
"To understand why well-to-do Tex- ers now scattered throughout several
Sotherp hfld^his first role when he
ao sends its whites to Austin, one need schools. Eaglerock planes appeal to was twenty years old. This Part was
only glance at any map of the U. S. A. the novice chiefly because of their in a play in which his father was starTexas'is something less than two thou- ease in handling. They are used as ring. Later he toured the United
sand miles from the Eastern college training ships in 143 American air States with John McCullough, tourbelt. And everybody realizes the cash schools. Their distinguishing feature, ing England in 1882-83, and having
an unusually large wing area, allows the leading comedian's position in Mc"It is invariably the tendency of as well as carry value of university
a slow landing speed, so important to Cullough's company at that time.
associations
to
a
man
or
woman
whose
twenty-five to view with alarm the
the student pilot, without sacrifice of After a great nurny leading roles in
antics of twenty," says Nancy Hoyt, future is- to be invested in the state.
top speed.» Behind a low priced motor plays Buch as "A Scrap of Paper,"
Texas
believes
in
patronizing
home
prominent in Washington diplomatic
the ship will cruise twice as far on "Peg Woffingtoh," "The Love Chase,"
industry
in
education.
and social circles, in the February
"There's a wideness in the Texas the i«UT.o amount of fuel, and three "One of Our Girls," and "Whose Are
College Humor. "And- it is as invarviewpoint,
a grim determination to times as fast, as the average automo- They?", the last play written by himiable with twenty to snicker at the !
self; he took the leading role in "The
uour words and sour grapes of .'get there,' that is hard to down. Cli- bile.
'
A
large
number,
of
college
pilots
are
Highest Bidder," playing at the Lytwenty-five.
' mate, instead of being tamely accepted
paying for planes by ferrying passen- ceum Theatre, New York, in 1887.
"It"is not the antics that I lament »• » handicap, has been gamely met
gers to out-of-town games, by in- After that particular role, in which
but their lack; above all you have af* » <*allengc. That's what makes structing fellow students, or by "hirhe scored a triumphant success, he
right to gusto, a gusto which is utter- ' the Southwest one of the coming sec- ing out" for special stunts at football starred in his own company in "The
tioTts
of
these
United
States.
ly yours and belongs to no other age.
matches.
Prisoner of Zenda," "An Enemy To
"Financial independence! More than,
A gusto which is not necessarily only
The
King," "The Song of the Sword,"
. It is estimated at least 10J Ameri■resdr.t when a pair of silver spike that, wealth fabulous, beyond the
"A
Shelling's
Worth," "The Sunken
can college students occasionally comheels chatter along the pavement next wildest dreams of the university's
Bell,"
"Richard
Lovelace," "If I were
lazy patent leather dance Oxfords, or j founders and friends.
Oil was dis- mute by air between their colleges and
King,"
"Joan
of
Arc,"
"Proud Prince,"
Flying apchampagne cocktails twinkle in cry- covered on the lands in Crane and homes over week-ends.
and practically all of the more fampeals
to
students
who
cannot
get
good
stal goblets, but is as much peculiarly Reagan Counties.
Acres valued at
our. Sh'akesperan plays. He and Julia
yours when three or four of you sink j te,n cents when they were so generous- rail or motor accommodations* Truly,
Marlowe have contributed greatly to
the
airplane
is
expected
to
move
the
into delicious melancholy and deplore My bestowed turnedjn and began to|
i American art in their interpretation
;
the dullness of professors, the brutal produce millions. ' Boundless-.oppor-: college closer home.
|of "Romeo 8ncf Juliet." Sofhern'has
stinginess of parents and the lousiness | cunities for growth and expansion to [
played about sixty-seven roles.
of life in general. Vitality glazes a j meet the demands of clamorous arm-' COLLEGES BEGINNING
film of gold varnish over the world for j ies of would-be A. B.'«. The CinderAN INTEREST IN
you. Why pour boiling water on it?;ella university of yesterday arose,
AEOLIAN PARTY TO
AVIATION
I reproach you all, the new younger j shook the ashes from her skirts. An
BE GIVEN TONIGHT
generation, with deliberately trying to i ambitious program of building and
As
the
greatest
development
of
the
destroy your necessary and delightful '■ development was launched upon. To
\ subscription party is to be held
wildne.-s. by a sheath of awful bore-1 date, there has been more than ten t'.ay. aviation has caught the attention
of
the
great
American
college
student
j
this
evening at eight o'clock in the
dom, a pall of gioom which is only \ million dollars in royalties from oil,
body,
to
judge
from
the
heavy
early
I
Masic
Room, sponsored by the memlifted when contemporaries and I a monthly gross income of two hunresponse
received
by
the
Alexander
j
the* Aeolian Club. The receDPrs
0
friends of exactly the same age are Id red thousand. All this reads like an
Aircraft
company
concerning
its
1929
ipts
will
go to benefit the furtherance
the only persons present. In Ameri- j Arabian Nights' tale to those who
a
e
r
o
n
a
u
t
i
c
a
1
scholarship
contest
of
classical
music on the campus. It
ca the colleges are packed with crowds j knew Texas i:i her poverty-stricken
among
■
.
ollegc:
undergraduates.
is
to
be
urged
that everyone attend
of cheerful and vivid men and girls,' days.
In
the
firr.l
few
days
following
anand
do
her
part
toward assisting this
but let. them separate for a week and i "Meanwhile the students-body has
nouncement
of
the
contest,
inquiries
worthy
cause.
fly to foreign parts and the great: doubled and quadrupled. What will
heebie-jeebie appears to set in. The be the effect of this constantly aug- weie received from students of 62
girlr-, preposterously pretty and well ■ merited army of students marching collages. Indications are that several (Cmtinvd from Page 5, Column 1.)
dressed, with slim American legs'Austin-ward? Of this great outward | thousands students will bid for^Jrhe col'ate and eating small cakes. They
which .should provide a harmless^-'. uxpan&ion for thc,benefit-nf-the jank | "ew Eaglerock airplane or the 4-year were tttikjng ar,,| Heffiffig ami Marlight t» eyes surfeited with the heavy \ and file? Of this suddenly acquired ! university scholarships in aeronau- gwya sweet voice rose above the rent.
European product, fluttering m print-; wealth and hard won freedom from tical engineering and business aero'And. do you know, when I told her
nautics which will be awarded the
ed chiffons, look out from under their political bondage?"
T
wasn't
prepared, she just smiled and
winner. These prizes will include
floppy straw hats with countenances;
;
ti!d
me
to
be ready next time!'
free 30I0 flying courses and flight inar. grim as a safe deposit door. The T j^ rT£|g FEBftU 4RY
'It
must
be nice to rate with all the
struction manuals.
stranger passing with a softened ex-1
teachers,' another voice was heard.
pression for so much youth and beauty j
COLLEGE HUMOR I Co-eds. as eligible as the men, are
'Not knowing, I daresay!' Margery
is almost knocked backward by the
I showing themselves equally air-mindretaliated.
chiliing glare and pulled down mouth, j The beginning of a thrilling campus , ed. Students with no flying experi- j
"The continued practice of appear- mystery story, May Day, by Octavus [ence. but with ready ideas on things, And, nidst laughter and j6kes, the
ing bored leads to real boredom final-i^oy Cohen. Speakeasy, a shont story; aeronautic, are competing on an feast ended."
ly. If the boredom is put on to snub' by that writer who understands the;equal basis with those who have work"Oh," sif»hed Ethel, as she closed
the book, "college must be so much
Europe, it is unfair. Paris loves a aodarn viewpoint, Katherine Brush, j ed in the new industry,
gay face. Why not indulge her to the i Pointed Heels, by Charles B^ckettM—Such universities as Massachusetts l^unL I can't wait for September to
extent of allowing a little life to enter |jJWO Montross stories, and Bluebeard's Institute of Technology, University of come—and, then, hooray! I'll be having the fun."
into vour CM'.
Felix Wr
"At twenty the cup runneth over. tP,tainin
Several months later, Ethel was in
Let it spill. Splash it around. Share
g sports, humorous and trav-, Pawlowski, Professor of Aeronautical
Engineering
at
Michigan,
writes,
"I
j
her
room at college. Rat Day had
your gusto a little bit. Yell "bonjour" '
indeed
appreciate
the
generosity
as
parsed—she
was an accepted part of
to the workman who passes you leav-j
well
as
the
wise
policy
of
the
Alexanthe
college.
But as for happiness—
ing Montmartre at six A. M., kid the i UNDERGRADS USING
der
Aircraft
company
which
prompts
well,
she
wasn't
exactly happy. She
taxi driver along, enjoy the street
AIRCRAFT METHOD
it
to
assist
the
numerous
young
and
j
was,
in
fact
homesick—thoroughly,
dancing on tlie fourteenth of July and
NOW able students who are anxious to enter j frankly homesick. College wasn't at
don't get too dignified if a waiter on
the field of aerdnautics, but who are j all as she had expected it to be—there
holiday winks at you. You won't be
handicapped from doing so because of weren't any exciting feasts after
The
fact
that
29
airplanes
carried
any poorer for it. Europe will adore
ltwo
you instead of being bewilderer and
wo™ college students to a recent 'ackof sufficient funds for obtaining lights-out—no groups of girls gatherpuzzled, ajid as for us poor souls of r,iS Ten Football game illustrates the proper training in the fundamentals ing in one room at any time of the
twenty-five, we'll be a_ bright poison ', growing tendency among u,ndergrad- of this new and fascinating profes- evening—why, there wasn't even an
sion."
open fire place! And Ethel rememgree#with jealousy. What wouldn't'uates to use aircraft for transit,
This vear for thc first time
air
bered "Margery at College" and
I give to do those things and see those j
'
>
"
things with the gusto of twenty! Ah! |P!ane manufacturers are recognizing (Continued from Page 2, Column 5.) laughed.
Christabel is not a hypocrite, she Moral: "Isn't the college life, as livthe grapes are sweet, so very sweet, jthe camPus as an important market.
ed in books, exciting?"
And don't let anyone tell you they are A Pione€r in this movement, the Alex- believes in herself. Yet she is primarsour either!"
ander Aircraft company of Colorado ily intellegent.
Her brain dictates
"Uh, huh!—interesting, if true!"
;
Springs, is preparing to enter the field her feelings. It is with her brain
A. H.
TTTVAC Till? r-Tlvmrr.
with college sales agents. Its decision that she so thoroughly understands
I1LAAS, 1HL UlNDfcKad- how to captivate and bring all people,
js the result of an encouraging
NEW VICTOR RECORDS
ELLA UNIVERSITY vance response to an aeronautical from shop keepers to artists and finJohnny Marvin sinics
"Sweetheart* on Parade"
| scholarship contest which the com- anciers, to their knees.
•Where the Shy Little Violets Grow"
"There is a real spirit of democracy peny will conduct among American
Helen Kane sings
Christabel dominates the story, and
"Don't Be Like That"
at Texas U.," says Ruth Cross in the j colleges in 1929.
A new Eaglerock yet we see,through her eyes on the
"Me and the Maft in the Moon"
February College Humor. "Not only j airplane or a 4-year university course author's glimpses of many other
NEW DANCE BECQBDS
the poor but honest come to Austin, i in engineering and business aeronau- characters who touch our imagina"My Suppressed Desire" ■
"Makin' Whoopee"
tions. There is a very subtle humor
The rich come too. And they don't I tics will be awarded,
"Until You Get Somebody Else"
"Here
Comes
My Ball and Chain"
live on five hundred dollars per year | Numerous purchases by college stu- throughout the book much of which
"I'm Bringing a Red Red Rose"
either. These scions of newly million- j dents brought out that this class can, jriight be lost on a causal reader. And
"Come West Little Girl Come West"
Where the Shy Little Violets Grow"
aired ranchmen and oil magnates get j and does, but airplanes.
Flying is yet the book is short, and very easy
"I want a Daddy to Cuddle Me"
Victors Exclusive Dealer
to
read.
Some
of
us
would
have
liked
away with as much per capita and' reaching proportions of a general
VALLEY BOOK SHOP
consume as much gray matter writing j campus craze.
Consequently the more, giving us a picture of the beauhome for money as the gilded ones at I Alexander factory is trying to in- tiful Christabel as an old woman.

NANCY HOYT LAMENTS
THE DECLINE OF GUSTO
IN YOUNGER GENERATION

B. Ney & Sons
Harrisonburg, Virginia

All Coats and Dresses
REDUCE D

4HATtO»wmE

narmmoN-

HOSIERY
That Does Not Choose
To Run
Every

Sanior,

Sophomore

at

Junior

and

Harriaonburg

State Teachers College knows
where to get it, and if Freshmen
don't—well that's their hard
luck!

I

(Note to Freshmen: If you'll
drop in we'll tell you.)

iu
Something Free in next Issue
Toasted
3ANITARY
Sandwiches
25c Lunch
rl^.,„n.i Best Drinks
lANDWICH New Records
HOPPE
and
Cozy Booths

I

"Service tirith a Smile"

BLUE BIRD TEA

ROOM:
Day Students' Lunches
a Specialty

The Dean Studio
(Operating nearly half century)

PHOTOGRAPHS
for every need

S. T. C,
JEWELERY
Complete lines of Jewelery
and kindred lines.
Expert Repair Work

D. C. DEVIER & SONS
On Right at S. E. Cor. C. Sq.

NICK & CO.
Cleaners
2 doors North of
Virginia Theatre
Modern Cleaning & Pressing
Expert Hat Cleaning of all kinds
Electric Shoe Repairing
Shoe Shine Parlor for Ladies
and Gents
Work called for and Delivered
Phone 265W Harriaonburg, Va.

B. Ney & Sons
Opposite the Post Office
On the Hill.
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